The relationship between England and Normandy underwent several dramatic changes in the century and a half between 1066, the Norman conquest of England, and 1204, the Capetian conquest of Normandy. While the Norman constitution of Henry I's reign saw England and Normandy as a single regnum with a single administration, the Angevin constitution saw them become two component parts of a much larger Angevin Empire. After 1204, England and Normandy were separated and a new Capetian constitution was put in place in Normandy, one in which old institutions were respected, but which replaced the personnel at higher levels of government with men from the French king's domains. In this paper I will explore one thing that remained the same through all of these changes. I will look at the culture of legal treatise--writing as evidence that England and Normandy shared a common way of talking and writing about law, which they did not share with the rest of France, across the divide of 1204. Indeed, while the structures of government diverged in England and Normandy after 1204, legal writing actually converged. The developments in legal writing that we see in English treatises decades after the Capetian conquest are mirrored in their Norman counterparts, suggesting that England and Normandy maintained contacts in the legal sphere for most of the thirteenth century. These legal treatises show us that, although separated politically, England and Normandy were part of a cross-Channel legal culture.
Let us start, as lawyers often do, with a case: William brought a writ of novel disseisin against Henry, claiming that Henry had physically ejected him from William's Devonshire estate. This writ followed the standard form of the writ of novel disseisin as it had developed in the royal chancery of the twelfth century. It said that Robert had, "unjustly and without 74 THOMAS J. MCSWEENEY judgment, disseised William of his free tenement." 2 This case arose in the fourth decade of the thirteenth century, when judges, and even a fledgling legal profession, were beginning to pay more attention to the precise wording of writs. Pleaders in this period thus had the option of parsing the writ: taking an exception to a specific word and claiming that this word did not accurately describe what happened in this case. This is precisely what Henry did. On the appointed day, Henry appeared in court and took exception to the word "disseised," claiming that he could not have disseised William, since William never had seisin of the land. 3 Henry then made the very technical and sophisticated argument that while William could be said to be in seisin of the land, he could not be said to be seised of the land because he held the parcel in the name of another, namely Robert. William did indeed hold the land for a set term in exchange for , rent paid to Robert.
Henry was a savvy pleader, and probably had the aid of a lawyer with some university training, because he was making a subtle distinction based on Roman law. Justinian's Digest quotes the jurist Ulpian as saying that 'there is a great difference" between a person who possesses and a person who is merely in possession. 4 The former actually has the rights of a possessor and can use the courts to regain his possession. The latter is denied the remedies open to a true possessor. When Henry distinguished. between a person who is seised and a person who is in seisin he was equating the Anglo-French word seisin with the Roman legal term possession and applying the substance of the Roman law of possession to his English case. This was not a new thing in the 1230s. The author of the late twelfth-century treatise known as Glanvill had referred to the petty assizes-the writs of mort d' ancestor, novel disseisin, utrum, and darrein presentment-both as writs of seisin and as writs of possession at different points in his treatise. 5 But where the Glanvill author only made a 75 brief suggestion that seisin and possession were equivalent terms, Henry actually imported Roman law substance to the law of seisin. Henry essentially claimed that William could not have been disseised because he had no seisin that the law was bound to protect, just as a Roman possessor in William's shoes would not have the protection of a Roman-law interdict.
There is only one problem with this case: it is entirely fictional. There was no William, no Henry, no Robert and no claim in any English court that a person who is seised is different from a person who is in seisin. Indeed, to my knowledge, no case exists either in the plea rolls or the law reports in which one party makes such a distinction. 6 But the hypothetical case of William, Henry, and Robert is not entirely without precedent in the legal writing of the thirteenth century. Indeed, I did little more than give narrative form to a legal argument developed by an author writing in the 1220s and 1230s. This argument about the nature of seisin, that being seised and being in seisin are two very different things, comes from the treatise On the Laws and Customs of England-commonly called Bractonthe work of several authors writing between about 1220 and 1260. 7 Braeton tells us that an alleged disseisor may take exception to the words [pleas] which concern seisin only. By virtue of a constitution of the realm called an assize, these questions are for the most part settled by recognition ... " (Nunc vera ea que super saisinis solummodo usitata sunt restant prosequenda. Que quia ex beneficia constitutionis regni que ass is a nominator in maiore parte transigi so lent per recognitionem . .. ) Ibid 7 The royal justice Henry de Bratton, to whom the treatise was being attributed as early as the 1270s, almost certainly worked on the treatise but, as Samuel Thorne has shown, could not have written the majority of the text, much of which must have been written in the 1220s and 1230s, before Bratton had begun his career as a clerk in the king's courts. It is more likely that William of Ralegh, clerk to Martin of Pateshull, C.J., and later chief justice himself, was the author. Bratton had close connections to Ralegh, and was probably his clerk. Although Bratton was just one of the authors who worked on the treatise, I will, for the purposes of this article, refer to the text as Bracton for clarity's sake; Bracton's title in most of the manuscripts is De Legibus et Consuetudinibus Anglicanis, while Glanvill is often titled the Tractatus de Legibus et Consuetudinibus Regni Angliae and the Norman text I will IChe disseised him" in the writ of novel disseisin on the ground that the plaintiff was merely in seisin, because, uto be in seisin is very different from being seised, just as it is very different to be in possession and to possess," borrowing Ulpian's words from the Digest and replacing possessio with saisina. 8 The constitutional implications of Bracton have been explored extensively, not least in a series of articles and chapters discussing the treatise's potentially conflicting statements about the king's relationship to the law. The Bracton authors' view that the king is both beholden to the law and unrestrained by the law (legibus solutus) has puzzled historians looking for English constitutional principle in these Roman-inspired passages. 9 These passages are the most studied parts of the treatise because they are the most obviously concerned with constitutional questions. They fill only a few pages, though, out of the n88 in the modern printed edition of Braeton. This article will treat another constitutional implication of Bracton, one that pervades the whole of the treatise. While the Bracton authors' writing on kingship may or may not be evidence of a developed constitutional theory, the fact that the treatise was written at all, and that it was written in the same style as a text which was being written in Normandy at the same time, tells us something about the relationship between England and Normandy. Many decades after the Capetian conquest of Normandy, England and Normandy shared in a cross-Channel legal culture. We can catch a glimpse of this legal culture in the middle decades of the thirteenth century through the legal treatises being written on both sides of the Channel: England and Normandy shared a legal genre, the Latin be discussing is titled the Summa de Legibus in Curia Laicali. The similarity between their contemporary titles would only serve to confuse the reader.
The project of analyzing Bracton is complicated by the fact that the text had at least two authors, and possibly more, whose work is difficult to separate. I will therefore refer to the Bracton authors, rather than the Bracton author, throughout. summa, as a way of writing about law. Although legal texts, which later generations of lawyers termed coutumiers, were being written in Capetian France at around the same time, they are very different iri, form from Bract on or its Norman counterparts. They were written in French and make no claims to be summae equivalent to the texts of Roman and Canon law. The authors of the Norman and English summae, on the other hand, shared many concerns in common. On both sides of the Channel, legal writers were engaging in a shared discourse about how the Roman law of property related to the Anglo-Norman writs that concerned land, and they were reaching some of the same conclusions, conclusions that their counterparts in Paris, Anjou, and Orleans were not reaching. Thus, despite Normandy's incorporation into the Capetian kingdom, England and Normandy shared in a unique, cross-Channel legal culture long into the thirteenth century.
Property before Property
Over the course of the thirteenth century, a transformation took place in the way English and Norman jurists thought and wrote about the relationship between people and things. We call this relationship ((the law of property" today because of the shift in the thirteenth century towards using the Roman law term proprietas (which can be rendered in English as property or ownership) to describe it. In the hypothetical case of William and Henry, we saw one aspect of this transformation, the equation of the Anglo-French term seisin with the Roman term possession. Between the middle of the twelfth and the middle of the thirteenth centuries, legal writers in England Romanized their language. In noo, English and Norman landholders would have spoken of being "seised" of land or of having an ancestor who was "seised as of right." By the end of the twelfth century, we see treatise authors on both sides of the Channel using the terms possessio and proprietas, two types of interests a person can have in a piece of land at Roman law, as synonyms for the Anglo-French seisin (Fr. seisine, saisine Lat. saisina) and right (Fr. dreit, Lat. ius, rectum). Finally, by the middle of the thirteenth century, well after England and Normandy had been separated by the Capetian conquest of 1204, we see authors on both sides of the Channel trying very hard to turn seisin and right into possession and property by importing Roman law substance into discussion of the Anglo-French terms, even when the vernacular and Roman concepts proved impossible to reconcile. That English and Norman authors were THOMAS]. MCSWEENEY invested in reconciling Roman and local law-in a way that authors in other parts of the French king's domain were not-across the divide of 1204 is strong evidence that there was still contact between Angevin England and Capetian Normandy.
This progression from seisin and right to possession and property was certainly not a natural progression; treatise-writers had a difficult time making seisin and right into possession and property. In order to understand why the Anglo-French and Roman terms were so difficult to reconcile with each other, and why it took a committed jurist to attempt to reconcile them, we must first understand what Anglo-French terms like seisin and right meant to the English and Normans before they were transformed into Roman possession and property. But it is difficult for us to imagine the range of meanings the words seisin and right could bear in the minds of Anglo-French landholders, judges, and lawyers, or even to explain them in modern terms, because our own language has been so thoroughly Romanized. If Roman property language "provide [ s] a kind of DNA of legal ownership, the intellectual structure within which most later legal thought has developed," it was the jurists of thirteenth-century England and Normandy, the people who wrote Bracton and the Norman Summa de Legibus, who were the genetic engineers.I 0 It is thus no great surprise that historians and legal scholars still read Bracton for knowledge of law in the thirteenth century. The Bracton authors and their Norman counterparts essentially invented the Romanized language of English law that we speak today. The ways we express, through language, how people relate to things have been structured by these authors. We can understand their writings because we speak the language they invented for us.
It is much more difficult to describe what people thought before Roman property law came to structure thinking about the relationship between people and things. How does one describe seisin and right without using the word property? This word is so fundamental to the way we think about our relationship to things that we tend to imagine that it is a natural part of human existence. But property-in the sense that we use it today-is a very particular and artificial way of thinking about how people relate \to things, and might have been as difficult for a twelfth-century English or French lord to understand as seisin and right are for us to understand today.
That said, there are a few things we can say about the meanings that the words seiseri disseisee£ seisin, and right, might have had in the years leading up to 1204. First, while Roman law possessio was an abstract right, seisin was not.
11 In fact, it rarely appeared as a noun before the end of the twelfth century. 12 The assize of novel disseisin speaks of being ''disseised" and the assize of mort d' ancestor speaks of being ((seised on the day he died," but neither mentions seisin.l 3 Seisin, therefore, was not originally a thing; it was an act. Right, however, has been a noun since its first appearances. Writs and plea roll entries spoke of being ((seised as of right" and of having the ((greater right." 14 Since one was an act and one was a thing, there is no reason why the words seisin and right need to be regarded as describing two separate ideas. Writs that spoke of disseisin and writs that determined who had the greater right were simply different procedures for recovering the same thing. To put it another way, disseisin was the act of depriving one of his right. 15 Even when seisin did begin appear as a noun, though, as it did in the late twelfth-century treatises called Glanvill and in the Tres Ancien Coutumier de Normandie, it did not seem to be wholly distinct from right. The main difference between the writs that protected seisin and those that protected right was that writs of seisin were based on ((recent and notorious facts" and writs of right were based 8o THOMAS J. MCSWEENEY on {(older and more obscure facts." 16 Thus, a person recently deprived of his land could bring an assize of novel disseisin to regain it and would only have to prove that he himself had held the land. A person whose ancestor had been deprived of his land several generations before would have to rely on the writ of right and would have to prove his ancestor's right. By the time the two terms had been established as two separate nouns, right had been defined essentially as a well-established seisin that went back many years.I 7
Roman Law before Bracton Why, then, did the treatise-writers of the thirteenth century think it important to equate these two French terms with the Roman legal terms possessio and proprietas, which were so different in substance? It is possible that Roman influence was present from the time of Henry II's reforms, when he created the writs that would be used in both England and Normandy. The debate over the influence that Roman law did or did not have on the development of the early English writs is long-standing.I 8 Frederick William Maitland's writings were influential in setting the tone for the later literature. Maitland saw the genesis of Henry II's petty assizes in Roman law thinking.I 9 He believed that, in the late twelfth century, the writ of right was not working; it was cumbersome and slow. 20 Henry II and his councilors saw that the same was true of the Roman vindicatio, the action for proprietas, which settled the matter of who owned the thing against the entire world once and for all. It made perfect sense that the vindicatio be designed as a slow procedure; if the court is to determine something as absolute as the proprietas of the thing, it should go about it in a deliberate manner and make sure that everyone who might be able to claim the proprietas is heard. In most cases, though, one does not need to settle his rights against the world once and for all. By way of example, imagine two neighbors, Titus and Lucius. When Titus has been holding a piece of land peacefully for as long as anyone can remember, and Lucius then comes to that land with some thugs, kicks Titus off of it, and sets up residence in Titus' house, Titus does not need to prove that he has a better right to the land than anyone else in the world, only that he has a better right to the land than Lucius. Thus, the Romans created the possessory interdicts, which protected the last person in possession of the land, which did not determine anything with respect to who owned the land, and which were much simpler, faster, and easier to use than the vindicatio. Titus can thus bring an interdict-in this case an interdict unde vi-against Lucius to be put back in possession of the land. 21 Of course, Titus may have been in possession of the land unlawfully, and Lucius may have kicked him off of the land because Lucius actually owned it. If that was the case, Lucius, after losing in the unde vi action that Titus brought, could always bring his own vindicatio to prove his ownership. Maitland thought that Henry II's advisors had looked to the Roman example and used it to fix the problems with royal justice in post-anarchy England. 22 Thus, in the same way that a Roman litigant could bring an action on the possession and then on the property, a late twelfth-century Englishman, let's call him Alan, ejected from a piece of land could bring an assize of novel disseisin against his disseisor, Ranulph. If Alan lost at the novel disseisin, he could always bring a writ of right, a more cumbersome procedure, but one that could trump the novel disseisin and put him back on the land. Frederic J oiion des Longrais called this type of procedure the "double action," where there is a simple action for easy, recent cases and a more complicated action for hard ones. 23 This narrative does explain Henry Il's law reforms very neatly, but it has several weaknesses. First, as several scholars have demonstrated, seisin and right tracked possession and property very poorly. 24 Where seisin and right, as we have seen, existed on a continuum, where right was an ancient seisin, the Digest famously says that "property has nothing in common with possession." 25 In other words, possession and property are two 21 separate, abstract rights, often, but not always, held by the same person. Indeed, in certain circumstances, the possessor of a piece of land could sue the owner if the owner tried to dispossess him, something that is not possible if right is seisin that one has had for a very long time and is therefore not qualitatively different from seisin. Moreover, proprietas was not just a discreet, abstract right. It was also an absolute right, good against the world. Only one person could have it at a time. And yet, the grand assize asks a jury to decide who has ((the greater right." 26 One could not similarly ask who has the greater proprietas, because one either has it or does not. 27 A greater weakness in the argument that Henry II's reforms of land law were inspired by Roman law from the beginning is that it relies on a very few references from the end of the twelfth century. A charter of Archbishop Theobald uses the word possessio interchangeably with saisina. 28 Richard FitzNeal, in his Dialogue of the Exchequer, written in the 1170s or n8os, uses the term proprietarios to mean owners, suggesting that he knew something about Roman law, but then turns immediately to refer to the things they own as possessiones, indicating that he knew these terms but was not overly troubled by their technical meanings. 29 Historians mostly rely, though, upon a few words in Glanvill, a treatise written ten to twenty years after the possessory assizes were created, for their evidence. The evidence that the Glanvill author was thinking very deeply about Roman law is sparse: he uses the word proprietas three times and the word possessio only once. 30 Moreover, for the Glanvill author, the words seem little more than tags for types of writs. He does not import any of the Roman law substance of possession or property into his treatise, and discusses none of the implications that might follow from a writ being designated either possessory or proprietary. While he drew ((much inspiration from learned law," the author of Glanvill ((remained faithful ... to the esprit coutumier," according to one scholar from the civil law side. 31 showing that English law could be reconciled with the ius commune was something altogether new.
Two Summae in a World ofCoutumiers
The move from a surface-level use of Roman law to a deep investment in Roman law styles and substance that occurred in England also appeared across the Channel, in Normandy, at precisely the same time. Normandy produced three legal treatises in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The work that would later be called the Tres Ancien Coutumier de Normandie was originally written as two works. The first was written sometime around 1200, probably before the Capetian conquest. 35 The second was written around 1220. 36 The third text, conventionally titled the Summa de Legibus in Curia Laicali, was probably written in the 1250s, well after the conquest. 37 Despite the political division between England and Normandy after 1204, these Norman treatises are very similar to their English cousins. Beyond that, we even see similar changes in the treatise culture as it developed over the course of the thirteenth century. The most obvious point of similarity between the two traditions is language. Like Glanvill and Bracton, but unlike contemporary coutumiers from other parts of the French-speaking world, such as the Livre au Roi, The Etablissements de Saint Louis, the Coutumes de Beauvaisis, and Pierre de Fontaines' Avis a un Ami, all three of the Norman treatises were originally written in Latin. 38 A more subtle similarity is the treatises' use of Roman law. The authors of the two parts of the Tres Ancien Coutumier were writing in the same tradition as the Glanvill author. Both parts of the Tres Ancien Coutumier use possessio and proprietas, as the Glanvill author does, as labels for types of writs. In fact, the author of the second half of the Tres Ancien Coutumier closely follows the Glanvill author's use of this Roman legal language: "First possession will be treated and then ownership." 39 When the treatise-writing tradition evolved, it evolved in the same way on both sides of the Channel, in spite of a political division that cleaved the Norman courts from their English counterparts. The authors of Braeton and the Summa de Legibus were invested much more deeply in Roman law than their predecessors were. They wrote their treatises not just in Latin, but in the summa format of the schools. The Summa de Legibus goes under many titles, but the one that E.-J. Tardif found to be most common was the Summa de Legibus in Curia Laicali. The treatise we call Bracton today was most often called De Legibus et Consuetudinibus Anglicanis or Angliae, and explained in its introduction that it was a summa. 40 We could easily call either of these texts the Summa de Legibus.
Both texts borrowed their frameworks from Roman law. After a short section on the king, the courts, and justice, the Bracton authors divided their text explicitly into the same sections as Justinian's elementary law textbook, the Institutes: those on persons, things, and actions. 41 They did this even though it did not fit their subject matter very well; the section on actions, which discusses the writs that are used in the king's courts, comprises nearly four-fifths of the treatise, while the sections on persons and things are given short shrift. 42 On its face, the Norman Summa does not seem to be organized in a Roman manner, but in reality, its organization shows that its author was affected by Roman law on a deep level. The author tells us that he has divided his treatise into two parts, the first ((in which are treated laws and other things necessary in law to deduce the preambles of complaints," and the second, "in which are treated the uses and institutes or laws, through which complaints are terminated." 43 These headings sound very practical, concerning themselves not with 40 Bracton, Laws and Customs of England, 2: 19. 41 Ibid., 2: 29. 42 Ibid., 2: 282-4: 378. 43 "Presens itaque opus in duas partes dividitur, in quarum prima jura tractantur et alia in jure necessaria ad deductionem preambula querelarum; in secunda vero parte tractantur usus et institute sive leges, per que querele terminator." Tardif, Coutumiers de Normandie, 2: 1.
high questions of what the law is, but with practice-based questions of what the court does, and they sound distinctly un-Roman, more like the Glanvill author's remarks that his treatise will describe "certain general things which are frequently used in court," than the Institutes' promise to treat all of private law. 44 As Tardif observed, however, the Summa is arranged to move from general considerations of justice and the judiciary to things, and finally to actions, missing only the Institutes' section on persons. 45 The author tells us that he is delivering the custom of the court, but he delivers it in Roman wrapping.
The Law of Property
The mid-thirteenth century's deeper investment in Roman law becomes most apparent in the treatises' discussion of the substantive law of property. The authors of Bracton tried very hard to make seisin and right fit into the Roman framework of possession and property, even when it meant fitting a square peg into a round hole. At times, the authors used Glanvill's two-tiered system, equating seisin with possession and right with property. At the beginning of the tractate on the writ of entry, for instance, the treatise says that possession is determined by assizes and recognitions, while property is determined by a jury. 46 The authors here place the petty assizes, which, for the most part, use the word seisin, on the possessory side, and the writs of entry and right on the proprietary side. With the exception of the writs of entry, which had not yet been invented in Glanvill's time, this is the same distinction that Glanvill makes. 47 The authors of the treatise were either not in agreement on this neat division or not set on it, however, because elsewhere the writ of mort d'ancestor appears on the property side of the equation. 48 Indeed, the authors were not even 44 48 Ibid., 3: 39· From the late thirteenth century, the law reports show lawyers distinguishing "writs of possession" from "writs of right," using the Roman term for one and the Anglo-French term for the other. David Seipp has shown that these terms were not used in any consistent way, and they were simply one way of articulating a hierarchy of writs. Thus if a litigant sued on a writ of right and lost, he could not later sue on a writ of novel disseisin because the writ of right was a higher writ. However, if he sued on a writ of novel disseisin, he could later sue on a writ of entry or a writ of right. To reflect this hierarchy, set on the two-tiered system, because they often used a three-tiered division into possessory seisin, possessory right, and proprietary right. 4 9 This is not the end of it, either: the authors employed as many as six tiers in their attempt to describe seisin and right in a way that will mesh with possession and property. 5° Fitting the law the authors had learned in the universities together with the law they knew from the courts was o bviously not an easy task, and it troubled the authors of Bracton much more than it did the author of Glanvill.
Bracton thus repeats Glanvill's division into possessory and proprietary actions and takes it a step further. The authors of Bracton had become deeply invested in the idea that the law of seisin and right was, in essence, the same as the Roman law of property and possession. They worked hard to reconcile, in true scholastic fashion, the Anglo-French terms with their Roman counterparts even though, at times, they were forced to do verbal gymnastics to make the argument for the terms' equivalence. The author of the Summa shared the Bracton authors' penchant for distinctions and tried to make his distinctions fit the categories of seisin and right, as well, although he broke his categories down along slightly different lines. At times the author speaks of seisin and possession as if they are equivalents, the reporters used the terms in a relative way: a writ of entry might be called a writ of possession to distinguish it from the writ of right, but it might be called a writ of right to distinguish it from a writ of novel disseisin. The Bracton author seems to be somewhere in between the Roman theory that possession and property are distinct interests that have nothing in common with each other and the view expressed in the courtrooms of the late thirteenth century that they are terms that can be used to mean "lower" and "higher" for procedures that lie on a continuous hierarchy. David J. Seipp as when, in two successive chapters, he speaks of seisin taken by force and then of possession taken by force. 51 Sometimes he speaks of possessing seisin as if they are two separate levels of abstraction between the person and the land, an abstract seisin in the land, a seisin which can itself be possessed. 52 He also uses a distinction, which seems to be of his own invention, between 11 possessional" and 11 personal" actions. 53 It is a modification of the Roman distinction between actions in rem and actions in personam. Actions in rem settle a person's rights in a thing as good against the world. Actions in personam settle matters only between the parties to the case. Actions in rem can be further subdivided into actions on the possession and actions on the property, at least according to some of the jurists of Roman law. 54 The author of the Summa, though, allows actions on the possession to stand in for all actions in rem. He includes the writ de stab ilia-which is in the form of a writ of right-as a possessional action, despite the fact that he later describes it as a proprietary action, suggesting that he sees possessional actions as a broader category and proprietary actions as a subset of it. 5 5 This is a very confusing and un-Roman solu- The author actually makes the distinction between actions on the possession and actions on the property in the section of his treatise on the view, and it makes a difference there. The author tells us that the view must be made and the facts sworn to by four knights and eight law-worthy men if it is on the property, but can be made by twelve lawworthy men, no knights being necessary, if it is a case of disseisin. Ibid., 2: 261, c. CVII: 1. 8g tion to the problem of reconciling the law of seisin and right to the law of possession and property, since property is not a subset of possession under any reading of the Roman texts. 5 6 The author seems to be following the lead of earlier authors, like the jurists who wrote Glanvill and the Tres Ancien Coutumier, in equating seisin and right with possession and property, but he is grappling with the fact that he cannot quite make that easy equation work.
The doctrine of prescription is where the authors of the Summa and of Bracton come closest to each other in their solutions to the problem of reconciling Roman and Anglo-Norman law. From the Roman law texts available in the thirteenth century, the authors of the English and Norman summae would have been able to glean the terms Longi temporis praescriptio and usucapio, which, by Justinian's time, had become near synonyms. 57 Both gave the person who possessed a thing for a long time the proprietas in that thing and, at the same time, extinguished the previous owner's property interest, much like the modern Common law doctrine of adverse possession. 58 One can see why this doctrine might appeal to someone accustomed to thinking that one's seisin becomes stronger the longer one is in seisin, until it is so strong that it becomes something different called right. The Bracton authors use these Roman terms in several places, sometimes discussing prescription, sometimes discussing possession for a "long time" without expressly using the word prescription, and sometimes using usucapion, without making any noticeable distinction between the terms. They occasionally combine several of the terms together, as when one author says, "Now we must explain how [property] is transferred without title and livery, by usucapion, that is, by long, continuous and peaceful possession: by time and without livery." 59 The author makes the same distinction between possession and property at 2: 317, where he explicitly calls the writ de stab ilia a writ on the property in the fee and the writ of novel disseisin a writ on the possession of the fee. 56 The author's confusion may have come from his reading of contemporary Roman law texts. The passage from Azo's Summa Codicis cited above, says that actions in rem arise "by reason of possession." Azo, Summa Azonis, 1119. A passage like this could have led the author of the Summa de Legibus to conclude that actions in rem were all possessional.
57 Usucapio was the term used for moveables and Longi temporis praescriptio was the term used for land. Joshua Getzler, "Roman and English Prescription for Incorporeal Property," in Rationalizing Property, Equity, and Trusts: Essays in Honour of Edward Bum, ed. Joshua Getzler (London: LexisNexis U, 2003), 2go. 58 Ibid., 288-2go. 59 Bracton, Laws and Customs of England, 2:156. go THOMAS J. MCSWEENEY The authors of Bracton use the Roman terminology of prescription to explain how seisin can turn into right, and occasionally make a mess of it. For instance, one of the authors tells us that If livery is not made, long and peaceful seisin and long use, though of another's property, suffices for livery, to the extent of seisin and a free tenement, as where one enters into a vacant thing possessed by no one, as into an inheritance not yet taken up, for long possession suffices for livery and generates right.60
The author of this passage is doing several things. First, he is directly equating seisin and possession and right with property. The ulong and peaceful seisin" at the beginning of the sentence becomes "long possession," by which the author almost certainly means the doctrine of longi temp oris possessio, by the end. Under the law of Justinian, longi temporis possessio would give the possessor a property interest in the land. In Braeton, though, the attempt to line up seisin and right with possession and property makes the discussion much more complicated. If one is in seisin of a piece of land for a long time, that seisin can substitute for livery of seisin. Livery of seisin is a ceremony required to put someone in seisin, as the author explains here. So, paradoxically, one must be in seisin already to receive seisin without livery. The last clause of the sentence tells us that long seisin will also generate right. Roman and English doctrines collide here. The first phrase, in which the author says that long seisin will substitute for livery, even if the property belongs to someone else, takes the first half of the Roman doctrine: long possession will extinguish the previous owner's proprietary interest. According to this author, though, it only gives the person in seisin of the land ((seisin and a free tenement," not the right/ property he would receive at Roman law. 61 The second phrase, which says that long possession generates right, has Roman resonances, since long possession can turn into property through prescription, but it also has resonances of English thinking about seisin and right as two things that exist in some nebulous relationship to each other along a continuum, in which right is essentially a very old seisin. Once again we see the Bracton author using a Roman language for something he could express in Anglo- French terms, going to great pains to do it, and ending up with something muddled and confusing. The author of the Norman Summa imports the Roman law of prescription in some of the same, pained ways that the authors of Bracton do. He tells us that a court can acquire jurisdiction over actions that normally belong to the Duke by along possession which makes prescription." 62 He uses prescription to refer to holding land and to holding churches in free alms, as well. When he discusses the writ de feodo et vadio~ he associates the Roman law of prescription with the writ's limitation period. The limitation date in a writ acted like a modern statute of limitations, preventing people from bringing claims that were too old. Thus, someone claiming land by a writ of right in the early thirteenth century was barred if none of his ancestors had held the land since the death of Henry I. 63 Of course, the implication of a limitation date is that after a certain date, you can no longer recover your right. Thus, if Saer committed a disseisin against William and William failed to bring a complaint to the royal court before time ran out, he would never be able to sue on an assize of novel disseisin. Saer would be safe, at least from that particular action, and might keep the land. This is a far cry from giving Saer the property in the land, though, and is therefore different from the Roman law of prescription, which would actually extinguish William's property right and create one for Saer. 64 And yet the author of the Summa de Legibus tells us that the limitation date is based on the Roman law of prescription:
Let it be known, however, that, through this writ, it should be inquired whether gage was made after the coronation of King Richard; for if it shall have been understood that gage was made before the coronation of King Richard, it can no longer be revoked. And let it be known that prescription is accustomed to run for thirty years; for land which has been abandoned without gage beyond the space of thirty years will not be called back by In the first part of this section the author sets the limitation date for the writ at the coronation of King Richard. Thus, if the gage was made before King Richard's coronation, the case has already lapsed. In the second part, he speaks about the limits of the writ using the Roman law of prescription. He even uses the prescriptive term of thirty years, adopted into Roman law in the reign of the Emperor Theodosius, a term which lines up neither with the limitation dates in writs nor with the nebulous notion that seisin will eventually ferment into right given some undefined amount of time to do so. 66 He uses a parallel format to connect his discussion of limitation dates with his discussion of prescription. He begins the sentence on the limitation date with "let is be known," and continues into the law of prescription with the parallel "and let it be known," as if this sentence is a continuation of the discussion about limitation dates. 67 Further down on the page, the author makes the equation of prescription with Roman limitation dates even more explicit by telling us that, since it was difficult for people to remember back thirty years, the duke-he does not tell us which one-allowed the people of Normandy to use the coronation of King Henry as the measure for prescription because it was an easy date to remember and was longer than thirty years ago. 68 The limitation date was thus put in place to give effect to the law of Theodosius. He goes on to say that the switch to the coronation of King Richard was made in the reign of Philip Augustus, at some point that was at least thirty years after Richard's coronation, to maintain the thirty-year prescription period. 69 It is highly unlikely that the Norman Dukes were concerned with the Roman prescriptive term of thirty years when they set their limitation dates. For some reason, though, the author of this treatise wants there to be a Roman origin for the limitation date. The limitation date thus serves to approximate the prescriptive term.
The authors of both Bracton and the Summa de Legibus were thus invested in analogizing the law of prescription-an ancillary to the law of possession and property-to elements of their own law, even when 93 the comparison was not obvious. And yet prescription is an area of the law that the authors of Glanvill and the Tres Ancien Coutumier showed no interest in at all. This development occurred after 1204 on both sides of the Channel. This runs counter to Jean Yver's characterization of Norman law as a conservative law, a law that was "primarily a legacy of the ducal era." 70 Norman law was developing rapidly in the thirteenth century. It appears that English and Norman treatise writers of the mid-thirteenth century were engaged in a cross-Channel discourse about the proper relationship between Roman law and the law administered by the local courts. But how could a cross-Channel legal culture have survived the conquest of 1204?
The Administration of Normandy
Between the reign of Henry I and the Capetian Conquest of 1204, the relationship between England and Normandy underwent some significant changes. In Henry I's reign, England and Normandy were administered as a single cross-Channel polity. Under the Norman kings, there was essentially one administration for both England and Normandy. The royal justices followed the peripatetic court, so at the level of royal and ducal justice the Norman tenant and his English counterpart would have found themselves before the same king or duke and the same justices. 71 Under the Angevins, the constitutions of England and Normandy changed as the kingdom and the duchy were incorporated into the wider holdings of the counts of Anjou. The Angevin king-dukes shifted away from a single, cross-channel administration and towards multiple, local hierarchies in each of their domains. The court was still often on the move, but with larger holdings to survey, which meant that the king and his court would be able to give less time to each region. The Angevin dynasty had to rely on local viceroys, called seneschals or justiciars, who headed up more or less permanent administrations in each of their territories.
Geoffrey of Anjou had warned his son Henry II not to "exchange the customs of Normandy or England" with those of Anjou. 72 Henry and his successors seem to have taken this to heart: Anjou received no assize of novel disseisin. He was less concerned about mixing the customs of England and Normandy, however, than he was about mixing the customs of his other realms: Henry II's English law reforms were introduced to Normandy in a way that they were not introduced to other parts of the Angevin Empire. So Normandy, as a result, had writs equivalent to the writs of right, novel disseisin, mort d' ancestor, and others familiar to historians of England. Indeed, of all the parts of the Angevin Empire, Normandy and England had the closest legal and administrative ties. John Le Patourel was undoubtedly correct when he said that the administration of Normandy changed as a result of the Angevin takeover, but England's ties with Normandy remained strong and were of a different type than its ties with other parts of the Angevin domain. 73 We still see royal justices serving on both sides of the Channel under the Angevins. Richard of Ilchester, an English-born official who served in the English exchequer and on English eyres, was sent to Normandy from 1176 to 1178 to reform the Norman exchequer along English lines.7 4 Richard FitzNeal, the author of the Dialogue of the Exchequer, who also served occasionally as a royal justice in England, accompanied him. 75 So did Gilbert Pipard and Richard Giffard, both of whom had a great deal of experience serving as eyre justices in England. Both would serve again as eyre justices in England and end their careers as royal officials in Normandy, crossing the Channel frequently over the course of their careers. a model for his frequent and energetic travels around the duchy to hear cases.7 7 The author of the Tres Ancien Coutumier recorded several of his judicial decisions as precedents. 78 William served an astonishing twentytwo years in the office of seneschal, and so from 1176 to 1200, the Norman administration was headed up by men who had received their training in the English administration and who had sat in judgment in England's royal courts.
Going in the other direction, Richard Barre, who was probably a Norman with family on both sides of the Channel and who spent much of his career crossing from side to side, was one of the most active members of the bench at Westminster from 1194? 9 William de Sainte-Mere-Eglise, who was certainly a Norman and who spent much of his early career in the ducal administration in Normandy, joined Barre as a justice around the same time. 80 In John's reign, we see Henry de Pont-Audemar, a Norman whose family held lands in England, and who had served in several capacities as a ducal administrator in Normandy, serving as a justice in England. 81 Even though the Anglo-Norman regnum of Henry I had been augmented by the holdings of the counts of Anj ou and the dukes of Aquitaine and Brittany, the relationship between England and Normandy remained a special one. While we see Normans serving as justices in the English courts and vice-versa, we find no Breton, Gascon, Angevin, or Poitevin justices in England. The new Angevin constitution, therefore, does not seem to have changed the fact that England and Normandy shared a legal culture. More of their judicial work was being done by royal officials who were sited locally than had been the case under Henry I, but they were officials whose careers might take them across the Channel several times. Ibid., 138, 155 . This is admittedly a rather small group of people. Turner points out that the ratio of Poitevins and Normans to English is lower in the judicial administration of England than in other parts of the royal administration. If we take only those justices who Turner identifies as the core of the judiciary-those who spent most of their time judging, as opposed to those people who were appointed to just one or two eyres-we end up with a very small sample size. In Richard I's reign there were only about half a dozen justices in the core, two of whom were Norman. The Norman element thus was not very large, but was significant. g6 THOMAS J. MCSWEENEY It is thus not entirely surprising that Glanvill and the author of the Tres Ancien Coutumier both use Roman language in their limited way. When Glanvill and the first part of the Tres Ancien Coutumier were written, Normandy was still part of an Angevin domain in which England and Normandy shared a special relationship. If the similarities between these early texts show us that the cross-Channel legal culture established at least by the time of Henry I was alive and well under the Angevins, the similarities between Bracton and the Summa de Legibus show us that it survived the Capetian conquest. This is despite the fact that the Capetians replaced the Angevin barons of the exchequer with men from the court in Paris and replaced local or English baillis and viscounts with men from Ile-deFrance who were moved from region to region within the Capetian realm every few years. 82 Much of the higher Norman nobility and clergy were replaced with Capetian loyalists from France as well. In short, many of the people whose business it was to know something about Normandy's custom went out of favor and power after 1204, to be replaced by people whose experience was in other parts of the Capetian kingdom.
One would think that a treatise written in Normandy in the 1250s, almost three generations after the Capetian administration opened for business in Normandy, would bear more in common with the coutumiers of Northern France than with the legal treatises of England. While later generations of jurists would translate the Tres Ancien Coutumier and the Summa de Legibus into French and call them coutumiers, in their original form the Norman treatises looked very different from those of other Capetian domains. The authors of the thirteenth-century coutumiers do use Roman law at times, but there is no sign that it pervades their thinking as it does in the Summa de Legibus and Bracton. 83 Beaumanoir's famous CoutUmes de Beauvaisis, an ambitious text, draws on schools learning at times, but does not aspire to be a summa or to justify the law contained within it to a schools-educated audience as Bracton does. The Coutumes is a book on procedure that claims to be a book on procedure; Bracton and the Summa de Legibus are books on procedure that claim to be summae on the whole of law: persons, things, and actions. 82 Joseph Strayer, The Administration of Normandy Under Saint Louis (Cambridge, MA: Medieval Academy of America Press, 1932) 6-9, 92-93. 83 The Summa de Legibus was later placed firmly within the coutumier genre and was called the Grand Coutumier de Normandie in its later French translation.
A Cross-Channel Legal Culture
The Bracton author's Norman kindred spirit, coming from a very similar culture of legal practice but from a very different political culture, was expressing law in precisely the same ways as the Bracton author and he was doing so when there must have been enormous cultural pressure from neighboring regions of France to do otherwise. The similarity between their projects is suggestive of a common culture that crossed the channel long after Phillip Augustus took Normandy away from the Angevins. I am not suggesting that these authors copied each others' work. In fact, there is little chance that they could have copied each other. 84 The similarity between the two treatises must come from a shared set of values about law rather than from direct influence from one text to another.
Treatise-writing is not the only evidence of this shared legal culture. There are other indications that legal thinking was crossing from England to Normandy and even affecting legal practice in the thirteenth century. The writ which is called ude possessione antecessoris" in the Tres Ancien Coutumier and ude saisina antecessoris" in the Summa de Legibus, the equivalent of the English writ of mort d'ancestor, underwent a change between the two Norman treatises. In the second half of the Tres Ancien Coutumier, which was written close to 1220, it follows an archaic form, which would have already been out of date in England at the time of the Capetian conquest. 85 In the Summa, it follows a form that is in line with English practice of the middle of the thirteenth century. 86 If the Tres ·Ancien Coutumier accurately represents Norman practice in the 1220s, it would seem that either the Norman courts were using more than one form of the writ befor~ the Capetian conquest, or that Norman courts began to follow English developments after the Conquest that they had not followed before it. 87 patronized them. Many of the copies of Bracton and of the Summa de Legibus for which we can assign a provenance belonged to monasteries or other religious establishments.9 6 The treatises, then, may not just be evidence of a cross-Channel culture; they may have been one of the vehicles for transmitting legal ideas across the Channel. Texts and ideas could traverse the boundary between the Capetian and Angevin domains.
The Roman doctrines we find in Bracton and the Summa de Legibus are there because their authors wanted them to be there, not because they were present in the Anglo-Norman writs from their beginnings. This should lead us to question the treatises' usefulness as guides to the law practiced in thirteenth-century courts, but it should also raise questions about why their authors were so committed to Roman law and why they were so committed to it on both sides of the Channel. The similarities in treatise-writing styles on both sides of the Channel have implications for both the history of England and the history of Normandy. English Common law was perhaps not as insular as the country itself was. Normandy's incorporation into the French kingdom may not have changed its contacts with England as significantly as it may at first seem. Perhaps we should not think of the narratives of English and Norman law as national narratives and instead look to a cross-Channel Anglo-Norman legal culture up to the latter half of the thirteenth century, a culture in which my fictional Henry could have gotten his Roman law from a customary law treatise on either side of the Channel, even if he would not have gotten anywhere with his argument in a court. 96 Copies of the Summa de Legibus which belonged to monasteries include Biblioteque Nationale MS Latin 4650 
